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Description
BACKGROUND
Technical Field
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[0001] This disclosure relates to precision metrology,
and more particularly to touch probes used in coordinate
measurement systems.

communicated, and/or ease of use, and the like. Improved systems and features which enable touch probes
to communicate additional operating data without adding
undesirable tradeoffs (e.g., while maintaining a minimum
size, ease of use, and retrofit ability) would be desirable.
BRIEF SUMMARY
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Description of the Related Art
[0002] Certain coordinate measurement systems,
e.g., one-dimensional or three-dimensional measurement systems, such as coordinate measuring machines
(CMMs), may obtain measurements of a workpiece using
a touch probe configured to detect when a stylus of the
touch probe contacts a workpiece. Touch probes use various types of displacement sensors to sense deflection
of the touch probe stylus for an indication that it has contacted a workpiece.
[0003] An exemplary prior art CMM utilizing a touch
probe is described in U.S. Patent No. 5,526,576 (the ’576
patent). The ’576 patent discloses a movement mechanism comprising multiple drives for moving the touch
probe, an associated electronic system including a CANBUS digital communication system or the like, and features related to processing signals in (or from) the touch
probe. A mechanical contact touch probe including twoway communication between the probe in a host machine, using only two wires, is described in U.S. Patent
No. 4,817,362 (the ’362 patent). In the ’362 patent, touching a workpiece causes current changes in an electrical
circuit within the probe, which is sensed by a current
sensing circuit on the host machine. Communication from
the machine to the probe is achieved by varying the voltage supplied to the probe, and initiating different functions in the probe based on the sensed supply voltage.
[0004] Another exemplary touch probe is disclosed in
U.S. Patent No. 5,755,038 (the ’038 patent). The ’038
patent discloses a compact touch probe that includes
three strain gauges that are responsive to the probe’s
stylus deflection, and an ASIC processor that receives
the strain gauge signals and generates an "auto-zeroed"
trigger signal that is output to a host machine through a
coaxial electrical connector.
[0005] While the systems disclosed in the disclosed in
the ’576, ’362, and ’038 patents include features related
to processing signals in the touch probes, and/or communicating certain types of operating parameters and/or
data using a limited number of wires between the touch
probe and a host machine, in practice such features have
been accompanied by undesirable tradeoffs. Adversely
affected factors have included probe size, and/or the
number of wires to the touch probe, and/or the related
"retrofit ability" for use or compatibility with existing host
machine hardware. Other compromised factors include
the limited robustness and scope of the signals that are
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[0006] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This summary
is not intended to identify key features of the claimed
subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in
determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.
[0007] Prior art touch probe configurations, including
those indicated above, have been determined to have
various undesirable combinations of features. The performance levels and miniaturization currently demanded
in touch probe bodies has typically forced tradeoffs between all elements combined in such devices, particularly
when adding a new feature or capability. For example,
increased signal processing internal to a touch probe,
and/or increased communication complexity between a
touch probe and a host machine, has generally contributed to increased size, an increased number of wires to
the touch probe, and/or limited "retrofit ability" for using
the touch probe with existing host machine hardware.
One factor hindering improved solutions to these problems has been that it has proved difficult to provide configurations that achieve similar high accuracy measurements (e.g., micron or submicron level repeatability), internal signal processing, and digital signal communication with external devices, in a compact configuration
(e.g., on the order of 12-15 millimeter diameter in some
implementations, or about the size of a human "pinky"
finger).
[0008] In contrast to the prior art, disclosed herein is a
configuration for a touch probe that includes a unique
combination of features which allows useful digital signal
processing and control functions in a touch probe, as well
as reliable trigger signal transmission and two-way digital
signal communication with a host CMM, without the need
for an associated size increase, and using only two electrical connections between the touch probe and the host
CMM. By way of example, and not by way of limitation,
such a configuration may allow increased probe functionality and/or ease-of-use, as well as a "retrofit ability" for
using the touch probe with existing host machine hardware.
[0009] In accordance with various principles disclosed
herein, a compact touch probe including internal digital
signal processing is provided, for use with a CMM. The
compact touch probe comprises: a displacement sensor
configured to output at least one sensor signal that is
responsive to displacement of a stylus attached to the
touch probe; an interface connector including first and
second electrical connections that electrically connect
the touch probe to the CMM; and touch probe electronic
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circuitry, included entirely within a housing of the compact
touch probe.
[0010] The touch probe electronic circuitry comprises
a regulated power supply circuit; probe operating circuits
and memory; a trigger signal generating circuit that inputs
the at least one sensor signal and generates a touch
trigger signal corresponding to a displacement of the stylus; and a digital communication circuit including a differential signal configuration that inputs and outputs differential digital signals through the first and second electrical connections. The touch probe electronic circuitry further comprises a specialized supply isolation configuration that is coupled to the first and second electrical connections to receive a connected supply voltage from the
CMM through the first and second electrical connections,
and is configured to isolate the regulated power supply
circuit from loading the differential digital signals that
pass through the first and second electrical connections.
[0011] In various implementations, the specialized
supply isolation configuration comprises: a first end of a
first winding of a differential mode choke coupled to the
first electrical connection, with a second end of the first
winding of the differential mode choke connected to a
positive input of the regulated power supply circuit; a first
end of a second winding of the differential mode choke
coupled to the second electrical connection, with a second end of the second winding of the differential mode
choke connected to a negative input (e.g., a circuit ground
connection) of the regulated power supply circuit; and at
least a first supply isolation capacitor coupled between
the positive and negative inputs of the regulated power
supply circuit. The specialized supply isolation is configured in combination with other operating characteristics
of the touch probe electronics in order to achieve the
desirable touch probe characteristics outlined above,
without significant compromise. In various implementations, the differential mode choke operating impedance
may be significantly smaller (e.g., up to 1000 times smaller) in comparison to known isolation designs used in other type of applications.
[0012] In various implementations, the digital communication circuit comprises a differential signal configuration that is AC coupled to the first and second electrical
connections through a communication isolation configuration comprising a first capacitor coupled in series to the
first electrical connection and a second capacitor coupled
in series to the second electrical connection, and the differential signal configuration is configured to input and
output the differential digital signals through the first and
second electrical connections. In various implementations, the differential digital signals comprise control and
data signals that are input and output superimposed on
the connected supply voltage during control and data
time periods, and touch trigger signals generated by the
trigger signal generating circuit that are output superimposed on the connected supply voltage during trigger
signal time periods that are different than the control and
data time periods. In various embodiments, at least a
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majority of the differential digital signals are formatted
based on a serial communication code scheme that is
nominally DC-balanced.
[0013] The exact features of the compact touch probe
according to present invention are defined in independent claim 1. Preferred embodiments of said touch probe
are defined in appended claims 2 to 15.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0014]
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FIGURE 1 is a diagram showing various components
of a measuring system including a CMM utilizing a
touch probe such as that disclosed herein;
FIGURE 2 is a diagram showing a perspective view
of an implementation of a touch probe;
FIGURE 3 is a partially schematic block diagram
showing one implementation of electronic circuitry
for a touch probe including touch probe digital serial
communication superimposed on two touch probe
power supply lines; and
FIGURES 4 and 5A-5C are diagrams showing certain aspects of one implementation of a serial communication scheme for use with the electronic circuitry of FIGURE 3.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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[0015] FIGURE 1 is a diagram showing various components of a measuring system 100 including a CMM
100’ utilizing a touch probe 200’ such as that disclosed
herein. Coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) are
known in the art, for example, in U.S. Pat. Appl. Publ.
No. 2011/0192044, to Usui. J An arrangement of a CMM
is illustrated schematically in FIGURE 1, showing a
measuring system 100 including a CMM 100’, which uses
a touch probe 200’. The touch probe 200’ may include a
probe body 200. The measuring system 100 includes an
operating unit 10, a motion controller 15 that controls
movements of the CMM 100’, a host computer 20 and
the CMM 100’. The operating unit 10 is coupled to the
motion controller 15 and may include joysticks 11 for
manually operating the CMM 100’. The host computer
20 is coupled to the motion controller 15 and operates
the CMM 100’ and processes measurement data for a
workpiece W according to known methods. The host
computer 20 includes input means 25 (e.g., a keyboard,
etc.) for inputting, for example, measurement conditions,
and output means 30 (e.g., a display, printer, etc.) for
outputting, for example, measurement results.
[0016] The CMM 100’ includes a drive mechanism 120
which is located on a surface plate 110, and an attachment portion 124 for attaching the touch probe 200’ to
the drive mechanism 120. The drive mechanism 120 includes x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis slide mechanisms 122,
121, and 123, respectively, for moving the touch probe
200’ three-dimensionally. A stylus 164 attached to the
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touch probe 200’ includes a contact portion 165. A stylus
module 160 may attach the stylus 164 to a stylus suspension portion of the probe body 200, which allows the
stylus 164 to deflect when its contact portion 165 (e.g.,
a ruby sphere) contacts the surface of the workpiece W,
to produce a touch trigger signal. The characteristics and
operations of commercially available CMMs are generally known in the art, and are therefore not described in
greater detail herein.
[0017] The touch probe 200’ provides a 3-D tactile
probing system having characteristics such as general
mechanical stiffness and signal sensitivity to the deflection of the stylus 164, so that the characteristics can be
reliably trusted to properly reflect the actual coordinates
measured by the probing system, with repeatability at
the submicron level. For economical high throughput, it
may be generally desirable to perform all operations
(e.g., motions and sensing) of the CMM 100’ at high
speed. An exemplary implementation of a high speed
contact detector is disclosed in US Pat. Appl. Publ. No.
2015/0323300, to Briegel et al.
[0018] FIGURE 2 is a diagram showing a perspective
view of an implementation of a touch probe 200’ including
a probe body 200. As shown in FIGURE 2, the probe
body 200 includes a housing 301 shown in phantom to
reveal a circuit board assembly configuration 400 and a
moving element assembly 300 disposed in the housing
301. The probe body 200 in this implementation includes
the housing 301, a connection assembly 302 configured
for mechanically and electrically connecting the probe
body 200 to a measuring system such as a CMM (e.g.,
the CMM shown in FIGURE 1); a rigid probe body structure 310, a circuit board assembly configuration 400, and
a moving element assembly 300 comprising a compliant
element mounting frame 320, a stylus suspension portion
340 (hidden) and a displacement sensing configuration
350 (hidden).
[0019] In the illustrated implementation, the connection assembly 302 rigidly connects the probe body 200
and its circuitry to a CMM. The connection assembly 302
includes a threaded connection/connector 304 which is
a mounting and electrical connection and a contact electrical connection/connector 303, which are electrically
isolated from one another by an insulator 306. The connection assembly 302 is fixed relative to the housing 301.
In one embodiment, the connection/connector 304 may
include a flange portion (hidden inside an annular housing cap portion 305 in FIGURE 2) that is fixed by compression between the housing 301 and the annular housing cap portion 305. In various embodiments the flange
portion may be compressed through a surrounding insulator or insulators (e.g., the insulator 308) such that it is
electrically isolated from the housing 301 and annular
housing cap portion 305. It may be appreciated that the
connection assembly 302 includes only two electrical
connections, and is functionally similar to a known "legacy" type of touch probe mounting connector, used primarily with analog type touch probe signals. Therefore,
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the touch probe 200’ may used with existing CMM mounting interface hardware, which may include expensive motorized joints and the like. A similar connector assembly
is illustrated in Figure 1 of the ’038 patent, for example.
It should be appreciated that the connection assembly
302 is exemplary interface connector only, and not limiting. In various embodiments, an interface connector
have two electrical connections may be provided separately from a mechanical mounting arrangement. Though
not as elegant as the connection assembly 302, such an
arrangement may still be useful in certain retrofit applications, if desired.
[0020] FIGURE 2 further illustrates a stylus module
160 which rigidly holds a stylus 164 and attaches to a
movable stylus capture element 343D included in moving
assembly 343 of the probe body 200, which is coupled
to the moving element assembly 300. This allows the
stylus 164 to deflect when its contact portion 165 contacts
the surface of a workpiece, to produce a trigger signal.
The compliant element mounting frame 320 is joined to,
and forms an additional part of, the rigid probe body structure 310. The compliant element mounting frame 320
includes a central portion 320A, an upper portion 320B
and a lower portion 320C, which are clamped together
by screws in this implementation. Various compliant
and/or moving elements and associated sensing elements are assembled inside the compliant element
mounting frame 320, to form the moving element assembly 300.
[0021] In one implementation, an axial extension portion 330 (not shown) includes an axial member that has
a triangular cross section that is sized to receive the circuit board assembly configuration 400 with the component mounting portions 402A (not visible), 402B, 402C,
which may be interconnected by a flexible circuit member
(layer) 403, generally aligned to overlie a face of the axial
extension portion 330. The circuit board assembly configuration 400 is securely disposed and supported within
the housing 301, between an upper mounting portion of
the connection assembly 302 and the main body of the
moving element assembly 300. A flexible conductor connector 351 may connect signals from the displacement
sensors of the displacement sensing configuration 350
to the circuit board assembly configuration 400. The illustrated implementation is exemplary only, and not limiting.
[0022] In various implementations, the touch probe
200’ is desirably relatively compact and lightweight (e.g.,
on the order of 12-15 millimeter diameter in some implementations), to facilitate rapid accelerations/decelerations and minimize vibration, all of which contribute to
higher precision CMM inspection throughput. It should
be appreciated that a compact size and light weight also
generally restrict the size and complexity of the internal
circuitry. In some implementations, to conserve space
and power consumption while providing increased capabilities and processing in the touch probe 200’, a commercially available field programmable gate array (FP-
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GA) is included on the circuit board assembly configuration 400, and configured to provide useful or essential
functions such as trigger signal processing, serial communications, and certain memory functions using builtin capabilities of the FPGA. The circuit board assembly
configuration 400 illustrates a corresponding circuit layout. This provides a "smart" compact touch probe that
provides increased functionality, versatility, and ease of
use in comparison to a variety of known compact touch
probes. However, the advantages of combining such internal processing features with a compact touch probe
configuration may not be accepted, if problems associated with the limitation of using only two electrical connections between the touch probe and the host CMM are
not overcome (e.g., to provide the legacy CMM interface
compatibility advantage outlined previously). Solution(s)
to various aspects of this two connection (or "two wire")
touch probe interface problem are disclosed herein, as
described in greater detail below.
[0023] The two wire interface generally requires that
power and communication signals are superimposed on
the same wires. Doing so is generally known of one
skilled in the art of electronic system design, and numerous examples of doing so may be found on the Internet.
In addition to some of the references, US Patents No.
7,689,176, 5,644,286, 5,210,519, and 5,859,584, disclose various alternative systems related to superimposing power and communication signals on the same wires.
However, all of these patents require undesirable compromises in terms of requiring wireless data transmission, or extra electrical connections, or limited communication signal content, or incompatible circuit or component sizes, in relation to using their disclosed principles
in a compact "smart" touch probe. One aspect of the two
wire interface problem is represented in FIGURE 2 in the
illustration of the circuit board assembly configuration
400, which shows that space on the circuit boards is limited, and furthermore that the allowed height of components inside the housing 301 is limited. One way to isolate
the power and communication signals is to employ a
choke in a signal or supply isolation configuration. An
approximate placement and choke volume 471 is schematically represented in dashed outline. In general, the
choke volume 471 is inadequate for the straightforward
use of standard or known isolation circuits in a compact
touch probe. Instead, a unique combination of probe features, circuit characteristics, and communication signal
features are required for providing reliable "two wire" operation of the compact touch probe 200’, or the like, as
disclosed in greater detail below.
[0024] FIGURE 3 is a block diagram showing a displacement sensor configuration 595, and various elements of one implementation of electronic circuitry 500
for a touch probe including digital serial communication
superimposed on two power supply lines (e.g., as may
be included in the circuit board assembly configuration
400 of FIGURE 2). In various implementations, a configuration of a compact probe body 200 such as that illus-
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trated in FIGURE 2 allows corresponding components
to be assembled in the circuit board assembly configuration 400 (e.g., in a compact diameter of 12-15 millimeters) to provide certain signal processing operations in
the probe, for example corresponding to the following
description, using economical non-custom components.
Additional details regarding certain types of electronic
circuitry for a touch probe that may perform some similar
operations as the electronic circuitry 500 may be found
in commonly assigned US Patent Applications No.
62/271,082, and 62/325,763 (published after the priority
date of the present application eg. in WO2017/112774
and WO2017/182875, respectively).
[0025] In the implementation shown in FIGURE 3, the
electronic circuitry 500 includes a trigger signal generating circuit 590 connected to the displacement sensor configuration 595, probe operating circuits and memory portion 510, a regulated power supply circuit 575, and a supply isolation configuration 570. In various embodiments,
the displacement sensor configuration 595 may comprise at least one displacement sensor (e.g., 3 or 4 strain
gauges, or more) and output at least one sensor signal
(e.g., 3 or 4 sensor signals, or more) that is responsive
to displacement of the stylus attached to the touch probe.
The trigger signal generating circuit 590 may include a
signal combination processing portion 591 and a trigger
threshold processing circuit 592, and generate a touch
trigger signal 597T corresponding to displacement of the
stylus, as described in greater detail below. The probe
operating circuits (and processing) and memory portion
510 may include probe operating circuits 520 and a probe
memory portion 580. It will be appreciated that various
circuits described herein may provide various signal
processing and/or control operations according to embedded code, or routines or programs, or the like, as will
be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. The
probe operating circuits 520 may include an operating
memory manager 521 and digital communication circuit(s) 540. The probe memory portion 580 may include
a non-volatile memory portion 581, a probe operating
routines and configurations memory portion 582, and a
probe operating parameters memory portion 583. In the
illustrated embodiment, the digital communication circuit(s) 540 may include a communication processing circuit 550, connected to an input/output differential signal
configuration 560 comprising a transmitter/receiver portion 561 and a driver integrated circuit portion 562. In
various embodiments, the elements of the digital communication circuit 540 and/or the input/output differential
signal configuration 560 may be merged and/or indistinguishable. The digital communication circuit 540 is configured to input and output differential digital signals
(comprising signal(s) DDS1 and DDS2) on the lines SL1
and SL2 through the first and second electrical connections EC1 and EC2, respectively. In the illustrated embodiment, the connections EC1 and EC2 are part of a
connector MC (e.g., the connection assembly 302,
shown in FIGURE 2). Exemplary differential digital sig-
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nals are described further below.
[0026] The regulated power supply circuit 575 may be
configured to provide one or more regulated voltages
(e.g., the voltages V1out, V2out, V3out) to various portions of the electronic circuitry 500, according to known
techniques. In one embodiment, the regulated power
supply circuit 575 may comprise one or more commercially available voltage regulator IC’s outputting voltages
of 1.2, 2.5 and 3.3 volts, for example.
[0027] In various embodiments, a supply isolation configuration 570 may be used in the lines VL1 and VL2,
such that it is coupled through the first and second electrical connections EC1 and EC2 to receive a connected
supply voltage from the CMM (e.g., through the host lines
HL1 and HL2, which may be connected to the first and
second electrical connection EC1 and EC2). The supply
isolation configuration 570 is configured to isolate the
regulated power supply circuit from loading the differential digital signals DDS1 and DDS2 that pass through the
first and second electrical connections EC1 and EC2.
One exemplary embodiment of the supply isolation configuration 570 is illustrated in FIGURE 3, wherein: a first
end of a first winding of a differential mode choke 571 is
coupled to the first electrical connection EC1, with a second end of the first winding of the differential mode choke
571 connected to a positive input of the regulated power
supply circuit 575; a first end of a second winding of the
differential mode choke 571 coupled to the second electrical connection EC2, with a second end of the second
winding of the differential mode choke connected to a
negative input of the regulated power supply circuit (e.g.,
the ground input Gnd); and, at least a first supply isolation
capacitor 572 is coupled between the positive and negative inputs of the regulated power supply circuit 575. In
one implementation, the supply isolation capacitor 572
may have a value on the order of 45 mF (however, this
value is exemplary only, and not limiting). In some embodiments, a plurality of parallel supply isolation capacitors may function as the supply isolation capacitor 572
(e.g., due to layout and/or size constraints.) A reverse
voltage protection diode 573 may optionally be coupled
between the positive and negative inputs of the regulated
power supply circuit 575, as shown in FIGURE 3.
[0028] In various implementations the characteristics
of the differential mode choke 571 are selected in combination with other operating characteristics of the touch
probe electronics (e.g., the electronic circuitry 500), in
order to provide reliable operation for a compact touch
probe including digital serial communication superimposed on two power supply lines, without compromising
the compactness of the touch probe. For example, in
some implementations, the differential mode choke 571
may be selected to have an impedance on the order of
10-25 mH for frequencies associated with the differential
digital signals DDS1 and DDS2 (although such an impedance is exemplary only, and not limiting, in various
implementations.) This is an extremely small impedance,
which may generally be considered too small for the in-
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tended function (e.g., by a factor of 1000), in various
known applications. According to known principles, it
might be thought that using a high frequency for the differential digital signals DDS1 and DDS2 could be useful
for increasing the inductive impedance presented to them
by the differential mode choke 571. However, in the implementations disclosed herein, in addition to isolating
the differential digital signals DDS1 and DDS2 from being
loaded by the power supply circuit, the differential mode
choke 571 must freely pass DC voltage and/or current.
The small impedance outlined above for the differential
mode choke 571 allows a small component size, which
is advantageous for packaging a compact touch probe,
but it also leads to problems with DC current effects saturating the core of the differential mode choke 571 (thereby reducing its effectiveness). Thus, the DC current draw
(and/or general power consumption) in a compact touch
probe must be minimized in conjunction with using a
small differential mode choke 571. High digital signal frequencies may be associated with greater power consumption and/or DC current draw. Therefore, against
known teachings, in various compact touch probe electronic implementations disclosed herein, a relatively low
frequency digital signal processing and/or digital communication signals is desirably used in combination with
a very small differential mode choke 571. In some embodiments, the voltage from the host CMM received at
the first and second electrical connection EC1 and EC2
may be approximately 4 volts, and the touch probe electronic circuitry 500 may be configured to draw approximately 100mA, or 85 mA, or less, in some embodiments.
The differential digital communication signals may have
an operating frequency or bit rate on the order of 1.5Mbps
in some implementations. Exemplary digital communication signals which may be used in combination with the
electronic circuitry 500 in a compact touch probe are described in greater detail below with reference for FIGURE
4 and FIGURES 5A-5C. It will be appreciated that the
circuit operation and component values outlined above
are exemplary only, and not limiting. Various adjustments
to the various outlined combinations of characteristics
outlined herein may be made, based on adaptations according to principles disclosed herein.
[0029] FIGURE 3 also schematically shows an "unregulated" voltage VU being supplied to a portion of the electronic circuitry 500, reducing the load and related losses
in the regulated power supply circuit 575. In particular,
the unregulated voltage VU may be used to power the
differential signal configuration 560, which also allows
the differential signal(s) DDS1 and DDS2 to have the
highest possible differential voltage, to enhance their signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.
[0030] In operation, the displacement sensor configuration 595 is configured to output at least one sensor
signal that is responsive to displacement of a stylus (e.g.,
the stylus 164) as attached to the touch probe. In various
implementations, the displacement sensor configuration
595 may include various components and sensors (e.g.,
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internal flexures, strain gauges, etc.) for sensing relatively small deflections of the touch probe stylus. The trigger
signal generating circuit 590 may be implemented according to principles known to one skilled in the art of
touch probe design and/or as disclosed in the incorporated references. In one exemplary implementation, the
trigger signal generating circuit 590 may input a plurality
of displacement signals (e.g., from various sensors included in the displacement sensor configuration 595,
such as a configuration of four strain gauges, etc.) The
signal combination processing portion 591 receives the
signals and determines a combined displacement signal
(e.g., a displacement magnitude). The trigger threshold
processing circuit 592 defines a switching threshold value and compares it to the combined displacement signal.
When the combined displacement signal exceeds the
switching threshold value, the trigger threshold processing circuit 592 outputs a touch trigger signal 597T indicating that the stylus has contacted a workpiece. A hysteresis circuit at the output may enhance the trigger signal
stability using known methods. A further example of trigger signal determination circuits and processing methods, including switching threshold definition, is described
in U.S. Patent No. 7,792,654. In the illustrated embodiment, the touch trigger signal 597T may be communicated to a host CMM, or the like, through the digital communication circuit 540 or a portion thereof, as a differential digital signal on the lines SL1 and SL2 and through
first and second electrical connections EC1 and EC2,
during a trigger signal time period, as described in greater
detail below.
[0031] In various embodiments, an "AC coupled" communication isolation configuration is used in the lines SL1
and SL2. One exemplary communication isolation configuration 565 is illustrated in FIGURE 3, wherein: a first
communication isolation capacitor 566-1 is coupled in
series to the first electrical connection EC1 and to a first
transceiver node TN1 of the differential signal configuration 560, and a second communication isolation capacitor
566-2 is coupled in series between the second electrical
connection EC2 and to a second transceiver node TN2
of the differential signal configuration 560. In the illustrated embodiment, the first and second communication capacitors 566-1 and 566-2 are coupled to respective transceiver nodes through a common mode choke 567. However, in some embodiments, the signal reliability and/or
noise may be sufficient without the common mode choke
567, and its use is optional. In such embodiments, first
communication isolation capacitor 566-1 may be coupled
in series directly from the first electrical connection EC1
to the first transceiver node TN1, and the second communication isolation capacitor 566-2 may be coupled in
series directly from the second electrical connection EC2
to the second transceiver node TN2. The illustrated embodiment using the optional common mode choke 567
may, in some applications (e.g., in "electrically noisy" systems or environments), provide enhanced signal reliability. In such embodiments, the first communication isola-
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tion capacitor 566-1 is coupled in series from the first
electrical connection EC1 to a first end of a first winding
of the common mode choke 567, and a second end of
the first winding of the common mode choke 567 is coupled to a first transceiver node TN1. The second communication isolation capacitor 566-2 is coupled in series
from the second electrical connection EC2 to a first end
of a second winding of the common mode choke 567,
and a second end of the second winding of the common
mode choke 567 is coupled to the second transceiver
node TN2.
[0032] In either of the configurations outlined above, it
may be advantageous (but optional) to use a termination
resistor 568 coupled between the first and second transceiver nodes TN1 and TN2, with a value selected to
match the impedance of the lines SL1 and SL2 according
to known impedance matching principles.
[0033] In any of the "AC coupled" communication isolation configurations outlined above, the first and second
communication isolation capacitors 566-1 and 566-2
pass the "AC" differential digital signal(s) on the lines SL1
and SL2, and block the DC voltage present at the first
and second electrical connections EC1 and EC2 from
reaching the differential signal configuration 560. The
common mode choke 567, if used, blocks common mode
signals (a type of noise) from reaching the differential
signal configuration 560. In one embodiment, the choke
567 may be relatively small physically and may be selected to provide an impedance on the order of 100 ohms
at 100MHz, in order to suppress broadband noise. In one
embodiment, the capacitors 566-1 and 566-2 may have
a capacitance of approximately 1mF. However, these various values are exemplary only, and not limiting.
[0034] As previously outlined, in some embodiments,
the electronic circuitry 500 may include a commercially
available field programmable gate array (FPGA), configured to provide useful or essential functions such as trigger signal processing, serial communications, and certain memory functions using built-in capabilities of the
FPGA. In such implementations some of the probe operating circuits (and processing) 520 may be implemented in the FPGA, such as some or most of the digital communications circuits 540, including the communication
processing circuit 550. In any case, in various embodiments the communication processing circuit 550 may implement a digital communication protocol (e.g., a serial
communication protocol). In the implementation illustrated in FIGURE 3, the communication processing circuit
550 implements a serial communication protocol and interacts with and/or controls the differential signal configuration 560 over the signal lines RXD, TXD, and DRIVE.
In one implementation, the differential signal configuration 560 may comprise suitable commercially available
RS485 transceiver IC’s, which are widely available and
known to one of ordinary skill in the art, and the signal
lines RXD, TXD, and DRIVE are compatible with such
transceiver IC’s, if desired.
[0035] In the illustrated implementation, the line RXD
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carries serial data received at the transceiver nodes TN1
and TN2 as differential signals from the host CMM. The
line TXD carries serial data to be transmitted at the transceiver nodes TN1 and TN2 as differential signals from
the touch probe to the host CMM. The line DRIVE is connected to "enable" pins or inputs of the differential signal
configuration 560. At any given time, the differential signal configuration 560 can either transmit or receive, but
not both simultaneously. A first polarity digital signal on
the line DRIVE enables receiving differential digital signals from the host CMM, and the opposite polarity digital
signal on the line DRIVE enables transmitting differential
digital signals to the host CMM. One exemplary serial
communication protocol which may be used in combination with features outlined above is described in greater
detail below.
[0036] FIGURE 4 and FIGURES 5A-5C are diagrams
showing certain aspects of one implementation of a serial
communication scheme for use with the electronic circuitry of FIGURE 3. As previously outlined, in various
embodiments disclosed herein a compact touch probe
is configured to input and output differential digital signals
through the first and second electrical connections EC1
and EC2 (see FIGURE 3), which also carry DC power.
It will be appreciated that, in addition to the requirement
to transmit the touch probe trigger signals through the
first and second electrical connections, it may be desirable to transmit and receive other data and/or commands
between the touch probe and the host CMM through the
first and second electrical connections. One implementation that provides all these features may be conveniently described as using two "signal modes". For example, in a "Command mode" the differential digital signals
may comprise control and data signals that are input and
output superimposed on the connected supply voltage
during control and data time periods, and in a "Normal
mode" the differential digital signals may comprise touch
trigger signals generated by a trigger signal generating
circuit (e.g., the trigger signal generating circuit 590) that
are output superimposed on the connected supply voltage during trigger signal time periods that are different
than the communication time periods.
[0037] FIGURE 4 shows one exemplary "Normal
mode" serial communication protocol that may be used
to transmit touch trigger signals (as well as other information) from the touch probe to the host CMM at a desired
probe sample cycle rate, which in some implementations
is desirably at least 50,000 samples per second during
ongoing touch probe measurement operations. In the illustrated implementation, it is 100,000 samples per second during ongoing touch probe measurement operations. In the example shown in FIGURE 4, a 10 microsecond "sample period" is divided into two parts, one
6.667 microsecond transmission sub-period "Transmit"
(from probe), and one 3.333 microsecond listening subperiod "Listen", where the host controller can initiate a
transmission (to the probe), but normally does nothing
during ongoing measurement operations. For example,
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in one implementation, during the Transmit sub-period
the signal DRIVE (see FIGURE 3) is controlled to put the
differential signal configuration 560 in Transmit mode,
and the communication processing circuit 550 outputs
signals according to a protocol outlined below. Conversely, during the Listen sub-period the signal DRIVE (see
FIGURE 3) is controlled to put the differential signal configuration 560 in Receive mode, and the communication
processing circuit 550 receives signals according to a
protocol outlined below.
[0038] In the illustrated implementation, this protocol
is repetitively streaming four bits of information; the TRIG,
HALT, and COLL "trigger" signals and the Error flag, during the "Transmit" sub-period, as described in greater
detail below. The complementary bits nTRIG, nHALT,
and nCOLL are used so that there are always balanced
numbers of ’0’ and ’1’ (five each) in this protocol. This
allows the DC level of the AC coupled differential digital
signals to maintain an average value, such that a varying
DC signal component does not arise to leak through the
AC coupling and reduce the safety margin for detecting
the digital signal information. The bit rate in this example
is 15 bits per 10 ms = 1.5 Mbps.
[0039] In this example, the three trigger signals, the
TRIG, HALT, and COLL bits, are indicative of three different displacement thresholds (e.g., as determined in
the trigger threshold processing circuit 592, shown in
FIGURE 3). In the illustrated example, each of the TRIG,
HALT and COLL bits are zero or low, which is a "null"
trigger signal generated when that the stylus displacement signal indicates that the stylus has not been deflected, and is therefore not in contact with a workpiece
surface. The TRIG bit may be regarded as the "conventional" touch trigger signal, which indicates whether the
stylus displacement signal currently exceeds the smallest (most sensitive) stylus displacement signal threshold.
In response to the TRIG bit indicating the stylus is touching the workpiece (TRIG bit equals 1, or "high"), the host
CMM may latch its current position values as a measurement of the touch point coordinates, according to
known methods. The HALT bit may be used in some
embodiments to assist in control of the host CMM, which
may move or "overtravel" beyond the point where the
stylus displacement signal corresponds to first touching
the workpiece (e.g., as indicated by the TRIG bit), in order
to more reliably ensure or confirm a valid touch measurement of the workpiece. The HALT bit indicates whether the stylus displacement signal currently exceeds a stylus displacement signal threshold corresponding to desired stopping point for the "confirming overtravel" of the
CMM, beyond the point where the TRIG bit indicates a
touch of the workpiece. In response to the HALT bit indicating a desired stopping point for "overtravel" of the
CMM (HALT bit equals 1, or "high"), the CMM motion
may be stopped, and various measurement validation
operations performed if desired, according to known
methods. The COLL bit may be used in some embodiments to assist in control of the host CMM, in order to
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more reliably stop the CMM and minimize potential damage in the case of a "collision" of the stylus with an unexpected object or surface (e.g., an unanticipated fixture
on the CMM, or the like). The COLL bit indicates whether
the stylus displacement signal currently exceeds a "dangerous" threshold which is not expected to be encountered during normal CMM and/or touch probe operations.
In response to the COLL bit indicating an unexpected
stylus deflection (COLL bit equals 1, or "high"), the CMM
may implement an emergency stop, according to known
methods. The Error flag bit may set to 1 or "high" upon
the detection of various error conditions in the touch
probe (e.g., in the electronic circuitry 500), according to
known methods.
[0040] The protocol shown in FIGURE 4 includes repetitively listening during the "Listen" sub-period (e.g.,
with the differential signal configuration 560 in Receive
mode as outlined above.) If the host CMM initiates a
transmission during the Listen sub-period, then the probe
protocol changes to Command mode. In Command
mode the host CMM can read and write to registers in
the probe electronics circuitry 500 (e.g., to registers in
the probe memory portion 580), for example for changing
the trigger signal threshold levels or enabling filters, or
the like. The host CMM may start transmitting the Preamble (described in greater detail below) during the Listen sub-period. The probe electronics circuitry 500 is configured to detect this and enters Command mode. During
Command mode the probe suspends the Normal mode
protocol outlined above (that is, transmission of trigger
signal information is discontinued, etc.).
[0041] In Command mode the host controller sends
read- and write-commands to the probe electronic circuitry registers. In one exemplary implementation, all
Command mode data are transmitted in 8-bit binary form,
LSB first, framed by a start bit and a stop bit. In various
implementations of the Command mode protocol, it may
be desirable to use a DC-balanced encoding scheme
(such as the known Manchester encoding scheme, or
the like) in the touch probe electronic circuitry (e.g., in
the communication processing circuit 550) and the host
CMM. In a manner similar to that previously outlined with
reference to DC-balance protocol shown in FIGURE 4,
this allows the DC level of the AC coupled differential
digital signals to maintain an average value, such that a
varying DC signal component does not arise to leak
through the AC coupling and reduce the safety margin
for detecting the digital signal information.
[0042] FIGURES 5A and 5B, show one exemplary
"Command mode" implementation of a Write Sequence
protocol (for host CMM writing to the touch probe) and a
Read Sequence protocol (for host CMM reading from the
touch probe), respectively. For clarity of description and
compactness of illustration, a DC-balanced encoding
scheme is not illustrated, but it will be understood that
the illustrated bytes may be transmitted using the application of Manchester encoding or the like, according to
known methods, for reasons outlined above.
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[0043] In FIGURE 5A, all bytes are written by the host
CMM. The first two bytes are the Preamble for synchronization. In this implementation, the Preamble is only sent
once as long as the transmit/receive direction remains
the same, even when more than one command is sent.
The Preamble is described further below with reference
to FIGURE 5C. In this implementation, the third byte is
the command code -- where bit seven specifies the Write
command, ’1’, and Nbytes[0:6] specifies the number of
data bytes that will follow the address. The maximum
value of Nbytes is 127. For example, to write two bytes
the command code is 8216. The fourth byte specifies the
address at which the data bytes will be written. The maximum value of the address may be 255 in this implementation. The probe electronic circuitry’s internal address
register (e.g., as implemented in the operating memory
manager 521) may be configured to increment after each
byte is written. The fifth byte is the first data byte. There
are N data bytes as specified by Nbytes. The probe electronic circuitry may copy the data bytes into its registers
starting at the specified register address. After the last
data byte, DataN, the probe expects another command
from the host CMM. The host CMM should send the command without delay to maintain synchronization.
[0044] With regard to FIGURE 5B, as previously indicated, in this Command mode implementation, the twobyte Preamble shown in FIGURE 5A (and described further with reference to FIGURE 5C) is only sent once as
long as the transmit/receive direction remains the same,
even when more than one command is sent. FIGURE
5B assumes that its Read Sequence is not the first command in Command mode -- otherwise, the two-byte Preamble would be required in addition to the illustrated
bytes. Under these assumptions, in FIGURE 5B the host
CMM writes the first two bytes and the probe electronics
circuitry responds with the illustrated "probe response"
bytes. There is a short delay illustrated between the host
CMM transmission of the first two bytes, and the probe
response transmission of the probe response bytes, allowing the differential signal configuration in the touch
probe (e.g., see element 560 in FIGURE 3) as well as its
counterpart in the host CMM to change the direction of
their transceivers. In the illustrated example, this delay
is approximately 5.3ms. After this delay, the probe electronic circuitry responds by sending two Preamble bytes
(see FIGURE 5C, below), then N bytes starting at the
specified address, incrementing the address for each
byte. After a Read Sequence protocol ends, in the illustrated implementation the probe electronic circuitry may
automatically terminate Command mode and resume the
previously outlined Normal mode, by default. (In one implementation, Command mode may be ended under any
circumstances by the host CMM sending a Read or Write
Sequence, with Nbytes = 0. No address or data is needed.)
[0045] In various implementations, during the Command mode, the touch probe signal processing associated with generating the trigger signals may be continued
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in the probe electronic circuitry at the same probe sample
cycle as during the Normal mode. In such implementations, when Command mode ends and the Normal mode
is resumed, trigger signal data may sent in the Normal
mode according to the next "scheduled" data transmission time in the associated ongoing probe sample cycle.
[0046] FIGURE 5C shows one exemplary "Command
mode" implementation of the two-byte Preamble referred
to above. In the illustrated example, the Preamble is illustrated including DC-balanced Manchester encoding.
As is known, Manchester encoding recovers the clock
signal with each data bit and is therefore robust even for
long data sequences. As previously indicated, DC-balanced Manchester encoding, or the like, may also maximize the noise safety margin for detecting the AC coupled differential digital communications signals. In the
illustrated example it is assumed that Manchester encoding is applied (e.g., in the communication processing circuit 550) between the normal UART signals (e.g., in a
portion of the digital communication circuit 540) and the
signal lines TXD and RXD. This means that both the start
bit and the stop bit are retained in the illustrated communication frames. The illustrated example assumes the
application of the phase convention of IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) where a high-to-low transition represents ’0’, and
a low-to-high transition represents ’1’.
[0047] The illustrated two-byte preamble serves to
synchronize the transceiver receiver and transmitter that
are communicating between the host CMM and the probe
electronic circuitry. In the illustrated example, the transmitter sends the Preamble code 5516, D516. Transmitting
the LSB first, this code results in the timing diagram of
Figure 5C. The Preamble has the useful feature that, in
the first 18 bits, transitions occur only in the middle of the
bit-time and not at the bit boundaries (vertical dashed
lines.) This makes it easy to synchronize the receiver
with the transmitter. The last three bits, ’111’, signal the
end of the Preamble, and the circuitry connected to the
receiver is configured to recognize these bits and implement an appropriate "ready state" in order to receive a
command or data byte next.
[0048] With regard to some examples of use of the
Command mode, certain settings (e.g., default settings)
for the trigger threshold processing circuit 592, and/or
other components or portions of the electronic circuitry
500 may be stored in the probe memory portion 580,
such as may be accessed when a powered operating
period is first started for the touch probe. However, if it
is determined that the default thresholds for the trigger
threshold processing circuit 592 are not producing the
desired results in a particular environment and/or application (e.g., too many false trigger signals, etc.), a user
may operate the host CMM to use the Command mode
(e.g., by a user) to provide different thresholds, and/or
low pass digital filter settings, etc., to be used by the
trigger threshold processing circuit 592. In some implementations, such data may be stored in the CMM host
system and may be provided each time a new powered
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operating period is started, and may override any default
settings that are stored in the touch probe memory portion
580. In certain implementations, if the touch probe parameters have been optimized for a particular workpiece
inspection sequence, and the touch probe is moved to a
second host CMM, any appropriate data/settings stored
in the touch probe may be communicated to the second
host CMM using the various protocols outlined above, to
insure compatible operation with the second CMM host
system.
[0049] In the foregoing description, communication
protocols are disclosed wherein all the differential digital
signal bits may be formatted or encoded based on a serial
communication code scheme that is DC-balanced. However, it will be appreciated that while this may be preferred
in various implementations, it is exemplary only, and not
limiting. In some implementations, sufficiently robust operation may be provided with a less strict protocol. For
example, in some implementations, it may be sufficient
if at least a majority of the differential digital signals are
formatted based on a serial communication code scheme
that is nominally DC-balanced. Furthermore, it will be appreciated that the various specific component values,
specific operating frequencies, and specific communication protocols disclosed above are exemplary only and
not limiting.
[0050] Numerous variations of the embodiments can
be made as long as these variations fall within the scope
of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
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A compact touch probe for a coordinate measuring
machine CMM, including internal digital signal
processing, the compact touch probe comprising:
a displacement sensor configured to output at
least one sensor signal that is responsive to displacement of a stylus attached to the compact
touch probe,
an interface connector (302) including first and
second electrical connections for electrically
connecting the compact touch probe to the
CMM;
touch probe electronic circuitry (500), included
entirely within a housing of the compact touch
probe, comprising:
a regulated power supply circuit (575);
probe operating circuits (520) and memory
(580);
a trigger signal generating circuit (590) that
inputs the at least one sensor signal and
generates a touch trigger signal corresponding to a displacement of the stylus;
and
a digital communication circuit (540) includ-
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voltage during trigger signal time periods
that are different than the control and data
time periods; and
at least a majority of the differential digital
signals are formatted based on a serial communication code scheme that is nominally
DC-balanced.

ing a differential signal configuration that inputs and outputs differential digital signals
through the first and second electrical connections,
5

wherein:
the touch probe electronic circuitry (500) further
comprises a supply isolation circuit configuration that is coupled to the first and second electrical connections to receive a connected supply
voltage from the CMM through the first and second electrical connections and that is configured
to isolate the regulated power supply circuit
(575) from loading the differential digital signals
that pass through the first and second electrical
connections, the supply isolation circuit configuration comprising:
a first end of a first winding of a differential
mode choke (571) coupled to the first electrical connection, with a second end of the
first winding of the differential mode choke
connected to a positive input of the regulated power supply circuit (575),
a first end of a second winding of the differential mode choke (571) coupled to the second electrical connection, with a second
end of the second winding of the differential
mode choke connected to a negative input
of the regulated power supply circuit (575),
and
at least a first supply isolation capacitor
(572) coupled between the positive and
negative inputs of the regulated power supply circuit (575);
the digital communication circuit (540) comprises the differential signal configuration (560) that
is AC coupled to the first and second electrical
connections through a communication isolation
configuration (565) comprising a first communication isolation capacitor (566-1) coupled in series to the first electrical connection and a second communication isolation capacitor (566-2)
coupled in series to the second electrical connection, and the differential signal configuration
(560) is configured to input and output the differential digital signals through the first and second electrical connections, the differential digital
signals comprising:
control and data signals that are input and
output superimposed on the connected
supply voltage during control and data time
periods, and
touch trigger signals generated by the trigger signal generating circuit that are output
superimposed on the connected supply
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2.

The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
interface connector is a combined mechanical
mounting and electrical interface connector for the
compact touch probe.

3.

The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
first and second electrical connections are the only
electrical connections in the interface connector.

4.

The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein all of
the control and data signals are formatted based on
the serial communication code scheme that is nominally DC-balanced.

5.

The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
touch trigger signals are included in a normal serial
communication protocol that is automatically repeated at a probe sample cycle rate during ongoing touch
probe measurement operations.

6.

The compact touch probe of Claim 5, wherein when
the stylus is not contacting a workpiece such that
there is no stylus displacement, the trigger signal
generating circuit generates a null touch trigger signal that is included in the normal serial communication protocol.

7.

The compact touch probe of Claim 5, wherein the
probe sample cycle rate is at least 50,000 samples
per second.

8.

The compact touch probe of Claim 5, wherein the
normal serial communication protocol is formatted
or encoded such that it is nominally DC-balanced.

9.

The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
negative input of the regulated power supply circuit
is a circuit ground connection.
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10. The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
communication isolation configuration comprises
the first communication isolation capacitor coupled
in series directly from the first electrical connection
to a first transceiver node of the differential signal
configuration, and the second communication isolation capacitor coupled in series directly from the second electrical connection to a second transceiver
node of the differential signal configuration.
11. The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
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communication isolation configuration comprises:
the first communication isolation capacitor coupled in series to the first electrical connection
and to a first end of a first winding of a common
mode choke, with a second end of the first winding of the common mode choke coupled to a first
transceiver node of the differential signal configuration; and
the second communication isolation capacitor
coupled in series to the second electrical connection and to a first end of a second winding of
the common mode choke, with a second end of
the second winding of the common mode choke
coupled to a second transceiver node of the differential signal configuration.
12. The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
differential mode choke has an impedance on at
most 25 mH for frequencies associated with the differential digital signals.
13. The compact touch probe of Claim 12, wherein the
compact touch probe comprises a cylindrical housing and has a diameter of at most 15 mm.
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14. The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein the
majority of the differential digital signals have a bit
rate of at most 3 Mbps.
30

15. The compact touch probe of Claim 1, wherein at least
the digital signal configuration is coupled to an unregulated voltage at the positive input of the regulated power supply circuit, such that it is powered by
that unregulated voltage.
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Patentansprüche
1.

Kompakter Tastkopf für eine Koordinatenmessmaschine CMM, mit interner Digitalsignalverarbeitung,
wobei der kompakte Tastkopf umfasst:
einen Verlagerungssensor, der dazu ausgelegt
ist, mindestens ein Sensorsignal auszugeben,
das auf die Verlagerung eines an dem kompakten Tastkopf angebrachten Tasters reagiert,
einen Schnittstellenverbinder (302), der eine
erste und eine zweite elektrische Verbindung
zum elektrischen Verbinden des kompakten
Tastkopfes mit der CMM umfasst;
ein elektronisches Tastkopfschaltsystem (500),
das vollständig innerhalb eines Gehäuses des
kompakten Tastkopfes enthalten ist, umfassend:
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eine regulierte Energieversorgungsschaltung (575);
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Kopfbetriebsschaltungen (520) und einen
Speicher (580) ;
eine
Triggersignalerzeugungsschaltung
(590), die das mindestens eine Sensorsignal eingibt und ein Berührungstriggersignal
erzeugt, das einer Verlagerung des Tasters
entspricht; und
eine digitale Kommunikationsschaltung
(540), die eine Differenzsignalkonfiguration
umfasst, die digitale Differenzsignale über
die erste und die zweite elektrische Verbindung eingibt und ausgibt,
wobei:
das elektronische Tastkopfschaltsystem (500)
ferner eine Versorgungstrennschaltung umfasst, die mit der ersten und der zweiten elektrischen Verbindung gekoppelt ist, um eine verbundene Versorgungsspannung von der CMM
über die erste und die zweite elektrische Verbindung zu empfangen, und die dazu ausgelegt
ist, die regulierte Energieversorgungsschaltung
(575) vom Laden der digitalen Differenzsignale,
die durch die erste und die zweite elektrische
Verbindung durchgehen, zu trennen, wobei die
Versorgungstrennschaltung umfasst:
ein erstes Ende einer ersten Wicklung einer
Differenzialmodusdrossel (571), das mit
der ersten elektrischen Verbindung gekoppelt ist, wobei ein zweites Ende der ersten
Wicklung der Differenzialmodusdrossel mit
einer positiven Eingabe der regulierten Energieversorgungsschaltung (575) verbunden ist,
ein erstes Ende einer zweiten Wicklung der
Differenzialmodusdrossel (571), das mit
der zweiten elektrischen Verbindung gekoppelt ist, wobei ein zweites Ende der
zweiten Wicklung der Differenzialmodusdrossel mit einer negativen Eingabe der regulierten
Energieversorgungsschaltung
(575) verbunden ist, und
mindestens einen ersten Versorgungstrennkondensator (572), der zwischen der
positiven und der negativen Eingabe der regulierten
Stromversorgungsschaltung
(575) gekoppelt ist;
die digitale Kommunikationsschaltung
(540) die Differenzsignalkonfiguration (560)
umfasst, die mit der ersten und der zweiten
elektrischen Verbindung über eine Kommunikationstrennkonfiguration (565) wechselstromgekoppelt ist, die einen ersten Kommunikationstrennkondensator (566-1) umfasst, der mit der ersten elektrischen Verbindung in Reihe geschaltet ist, und einen
zweiten Kommunikationstrennkondensator
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(566-2), der mit der zweiten elektrischen
Verbindung in Reihe geschaltet ist, und die
Differenzsignalkonfiguration (560) dazu
ausgelegt ist, die digitalen Differenzsignale
über die erste und die zweite elektrische
Verbindung einzugeben und auszugeben,
wobei die digitalen Differenzsignale umfassen:
Steuerungs- und Datensignale, die während der Steuerungs- und Datenzeiträume
die verbundene Versorgungsspannung
überlagernd eingegeben und ausgegeben
werden, und
Berührungstriggersignale, die während der
Triggersignalzeiträume, die sich von den
Steuerungs- und Datenzeiträumen unterscheiden, von der Triggersignalerzeugungsschaltung erzeugt werden und die
verbundene Versorgungsspannung überlagernd ausgegeben werden; und
mindestens ein Großteil der digitalen Differenzsignale basierend auf einem seriellen
Kommunikationscodeschema formatiert
wird, das nominal gleichstromausgeglichen
ist.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Schnittstellenverbinder eine Kombination aus mechanischer Befestigung und einem elektrischen
Schnittstellenverbinder für den kompakten Tastkopf
ist.
Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erste und die zweite elektrische Verbindung die einzigen elektrischen Verbindungen in dem Schnittstellenverbinder sind.
Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei alle
der Steuerungs- und Datensignale basierend auf
dem seriellen Kommunikationscodeschema formatiert werden, das nominal gleichstromausgeglichen
ist.
Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Berührungstriggersignale in einem normalen seriellen
Kommunikationsprotokoll enthalten sind, das während der fortlaufenden Tastkopfmessvorgänge automatisch mit einer Kopfabtastzyklusrate wiederholt
wird.

Kopfabtastzyklusrate mindestens 50.000 Abtastungen pro Sekunde beträgt.

7.

Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 5, wobei, wenn
der Taster kein Werkstück kontaktiert, sodass es keine Tasterverlagerung gibt, die Triggersignalerzeugungsschaltung ein Nullberührungstriggersignal erzeugt, das in dem normalen seriellen Kommunikationsprotokoll enthalten ist.

8.

Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 5, wobei das
normale serielle Kommunikationsprotokoll derart
formatiert oder kodiert wird, dass es nominal gleichstromausgeglichen ist.

9.

Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei die negative Eingabe der regulierten Energieversorgungsschaltung eine Schaltungsmasseverbindung ist.
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10. Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Kommunikationstrennkonfiguration den ersten
Kommunikationstrennkondensator umfasst, der direkt von der ersten elektrischen Verbindung bis zu
einem ersten Sendeempfangsknoten der Differenzsignalkonfiguration in Reihe geschaltet ist, und der
zweite Kommunikationstrennkondensator direkt von
der zweiten elektrischen Verbindung bis zu einem
zweiten Sendeempfangsknoten der Differenzsignalkonfiguration in Reihe geschaltet ist.
11. Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Kommunikationstrennkonfiguration umfasst:
den ersten Kommunikationstrennkondensator,
der mit der ersten elektrischen Verbindung und
mit einem ersten Ende einer ersten Wicklung
einer Gleichtaktdrossel in Reihe geschaltet ist,
wobei ein zweites Ende der ersten Wicklung der
Gleichtaktdrossel mit einem ersten Sendeempfangsknoten der Differenzsignalkonfiguration
gekoppelt ist; und
den zweiten Kommunikationstrennkondensator, der mit der zweiten elektrischen Verbindung
und mit einem ersten Ende einer zweiten Wicklung einer Gleichtaktdrossel in Reihe geschaltet
ist, wobei ein zweites Ende der zweiten Wicklung der Gleichtaktdrossel mit einem zweiten
Sendeempfangsknoten der Differenzsignalkonfiguration gekoppelt ist.
12. Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Differenzialmodusdrossel eine Impedanz von höchstens 25 mH bei Frequenzen aufweist, die zu den digitalen Differenzsignalen gehören.
13. Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 12, wobei der
kompakte Tastkopf ein zylindrisches Gehäuse umfasst und einen Durchmesser von höchstens 15 mm
aufweist.
14. Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Großteil der digitalen Differenzsignale eine Bitrate
von höchstens 3 Mbit/s aufweist.
15. Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 1, wobei min-

Kompakter Tastkopf nach Anspruch 5, wobei die
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destens die digitale Signalkonfiguration mit einer unregulierten Spannung an der positiven Eingabe der
regulierten Stromversorgungsschaltung gekoppelt
ist, sodass sie von der unregulierten Spannung betrieben wird.

5

Revendications
1.

Sonde tactile compacte pour une machine de mesure de coordonnées, CMM, comprenant un traitement de signal numérique interne, la sonde tactile
compacte comprenant :

10

un capteur de déplacement configuré pour délivrer au moins un signal de capteur qui est sensible au déplacement d’un stylet fixé à la sonde
tactile compacte,
un connecteur d’interface (302) comprenant des
première et seconde connexions électriques
pour connecter électriquement la sonde tactile
compacte à la CMM ;
une circuiterie électronique de sonde tactile
(500), incluse entièrement à l’intérieur d’un boîtier de la sonde tactile compacte, comprenant :

15

un circuit d’alimentation électrique régulée
(575) ;
des circuits de fonctionnement de sonde
(520) et une mémoire (580) ;
un circuit de génération de signal de déclenchement (590) qui entre l’au moins un signal
de capteur et génère un signal de déclenchement tactile correspondant à un déplacement du stylet ; et
un circuit de communication numérique
(540) comprenant une configuration de signaux différentiels qui entre et délivre des
signaux numériques différentiels par l’intermédiaire des première et seconde connexions électriques,
la circuiterie électronique de sonde tactile (500)
comprenant en outre une configuration de circuit
d’isolation d’alimentation qui est couplée aux
première et seconde connexions électriques
pour recevoir une tension d’alimentation connectée à partir de la CMM par l’intermédiaire
des première et seconde connexions électriques et qui est configurée pour isoler le circuit
d’alimentation électrique régulée (575) vis-à-vis
du chargement des signaux numériques différentiels qui passent à travers les première et seconde connexions électriques, la configuration
de
circuit
d’isolation
d’alimentation
comprenant :

26
lement d’une bobine d’arrêt en mode différentiel (571) couplée à la première connexion électrique, avec une seconde extrémité du premier enroulement de la bobine
d’arrêt en mode différentiel connectée à une
entrée positive du circuit d’alimentation
électrique régulée (575),
une première extrémité d’un second enroulement de la bobine d’arrêt en mode différentiel (571) couplée à la seconde connexion électrique, avec une seconde extrémité du second enroulement de la bobine
d’arrêt en mode différentiel connectée à une
entrée négative du circuit d’alimentation
électrique régulée (575), et
au moins un premier condensateur d’isolation d’alimentation (572) couplé entre les
entrées positive et négative du circuit d’alimentation électrique régulée (575) ;
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une première extrémité d’un premier enrou-

14

le circuit de communication numérique (540)
comprenant la configuration de signaux différentiels (560) qui est couplée par courant alternatif (CA) aux première et seconde connexions
électriques par l’intermédiaire d’une configuration d’isolation de communication (565) comprenant un premier condensateur d’isolation de
communication (566-1) couplé en série à la première connexion électrique et un second condensateur d’isolation de communication (566-2)
couplé en série à la seconde connexion électrique,
et la configuration de signaux différentiels (560)
étant configurée pour entrer et délivrer les signaux numériques différentiels par l’intermédiaire des première et seconde connexions
électriques, les signaux numériques différentiels comprenant :
des signaux de commande et de données
qui sont superposés en entrée et en sortie
sur la tension d’alimentation connectée
pendant des périodes de temps de commande et de données, et
des signaux de déclenchement tactile générés par le circuit de génération de signal
de déclenchement qui sont superposés en
sortie sur la tension d’alimentation connectée pendant des périodes de temps de signal de déclenchement qui sont différentes
des périodes de temps de commande et de
données ; et
au moins une majorité des signaux numériques différentiels étant formatés sur la base d’une technique de codage de communication série qui est nominalement équilibrée en courant continu (CC).

27
2.
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dans laquelle la configuration d’isolation de communication comprend :

Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le connecteur d’interface est un connecteur combiné de montage mécanique et d’interface électrique pour la sonde tactile compacte.
5

3.

Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle les première et seconde connexions
électriques sont les seules connexions électriques
dans le connecteur d’interface.

4.

Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle l’ensemble des signaux de commande
et de données sont formatés sur la base de la technique de codage de communication série qui est nominalement équilibrée en courant continu (CC).

10

5.

6.

7.

Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle les signaux de déclenchement tactile
sont inclus dans un protocole de communication série normal qui est automatiquement répété à un taux
de cycle d’échantillons de sonde pendant des opérations de mesure de sonde tactile en cours.
Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle, lorsque le stylet n’est pas en contact
avec une pièce à usiner de telle sorte qu’il n’y a pas
de déplacement de stylet, le circuit de génération de
signal de déclenchement génère un signal de déclenchement tactile nul qui est inclus dans le protocole de communication série normal.
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Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle le taux de cycle d’échantillons de sonde est d’au moins 50 000 échantillons par seconde.
35

8.

Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 5,
dans laquelle le protocole de communication série
normal est formaté ou codé de telle sorte qu’il est
nominalement équilibré en courant continu (CC).
40

9.

Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle l’entrée négative du circuit d’alimentation électrique régulée est une connexion de masse
de circuit.
45

10. Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle la configuration d’isolation de communication comprend le premier condensateur d’isolation de communication couplé en série directement
de la première connexion électrique à un premier
noeud d’émetteur-récepteur de la configuration de
signaux différentiels, et le second condensateur
d’isolation de communication couplé en série directement de la seconde connexion électrique à un second noeud d’émetteur-récepteur de la configuration
de signaux différentiels.
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11. Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,

15

le premier condensateur d’isolation de communication couplé en série à la première connexion
électrique et à une première extrémité d’un premier enroulement d’une bobine d’arrêt en mode
commun, avec une seconde extrémité du premier enroulement de la bobine d’arrêt en mode
commun couplée à un premier noeud d’émetteur-récepteur de la configuration de signaux
différentiels ; et
le second condensateur d’isolation de communication couplé en série à la seconde connexion
électrique et à une première extrémité d’un second enroulement de la bobine d’arrêt en mode
commun, avec une seconde extrémité du second enroulement de la bobine d’arrêt en mode
commun couplée à un second noeud d’émetteur-récepteur de la configuration de signaux
différentiels.
12. Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle la bobine d’arrêt en mode différentiel
a une impédance sur au plus 25 mH pour des fréquences associées aux signaux numériques différentiels.
13. Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 12,
dans laquelle la sonde tactile compacte comprend
un boîtier cylindrique et a un diamètre d’au plus 15
mm.
14. Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle la majorité des signaux numériques
différentiels ont un débit binaire d’au plus 3 Mbps.
15. Sonde tactile compacte selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle au moins la configuration de signaux
numériques est couplée à une tension non régulée
au niveau de l’entrée positive du circuit d’alimentation électrique régulée, de telle sorte qu’elle est alimentée par cette tension non régulée.
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